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The Business Case for
Cloud Control:

Need and Considerations

Despite rampant cloud adoption and the movement of critical data and
workloads to the cloud, there is still a lack of understanding when it comes
to the need for a cloud security solution. Many enterprises believe that the
cloud is secure by default and the cloud native security tools will protect
them against security breaches.
It is highly important for the enterprises adopting the cloud to be familiar
with the shared responsibility of security. Cloud service providers are
responsible only for the security “of” the cloud; while security “in” the cloud
is the responsibility of the enterprise.
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Shared Responsibility Model for Security in the Cloud
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While all cloud service providers have their own native security capabilities that can be
easily conﬁgured and deployed, these capabilities work well only for an enterprise with
minimal security aspirations. Native security capabilities are features and not tools.
They do not have the depth of coverage that a third-party cloud security platform can
offer.

Identifying the Right Tool
Within the cloud security space, there are Cloud Access Security Brokers (CASBs),
Cloud Workload Protection Platforms (CWPPs), and Cloud Security Posture Management (CSPM) tools. While these tools offer an overlapping set of capabilities, they do
not provide all the capabilities required to perform the job of the other.
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CASBs are placed between the customer and the cloud service provider to enforce
security, compliance, and governance policies for cloud applications. They focus on
SaaS security and give visibility and control on the use of SaaS applications such as
Ofﬁce 365, Salesforce, etc.
CWPPs are solutions primarily used to secure server workloads in public cloud IaaS
environments. They commonly offer workloads conﬁguration and vulnerability management, network segmentation; workload behaviour monitoring; visibility; system
integrity monitoring; container security risk mitigation, etc.
CSPM tools were earlier referred to as Cloud Infrastructure Security Posture Assessment (CISPA) tools when their capabilities were limited to reporting as against the
current ability of a security management automation tool that addresses misconﬁguration issues. Today a good CSPM tool should facilitate security enforcement and
operations, compliance assurance, investigation, and incident response. Gartner has
reported that through 2024, organisations implementing a CSPM are expected to
reduce cloud related security incidents due to misconﬁguration by 80%.

What is C3M Cloud Control
C3M Cloud Control is a CSPM with the ability to monitor cloud environments across
all regions in AWS, GCP and Azure. C3M Cloud Control facilitates cloud security posture improvement and adaptation as an ongoing process thereby reducing the chances of an attack.
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Need for C3M Cloud Control
With more services in the public cloud and developers having access to these, it is
highly important that such services are used securely, and they do not pose a risk to
the organization. Misconﬁguration issues which may seem minor can pose huge risk
and occur frequently. Other factors driving the need for C3M Cloud Control are:


Lack of comprehensive cloud visibility and the risk of cloud sprawl



The need to enforce consistent security best practices across
all cloud environments



Need for a visualization of network conﬁguration posture.



Address the issue of Shadow IT in an organization



Inability to effectively manage the risk and security of cloud
environments at DevOps speeds



Need for comprehensive coverage across multiple cloud
service providers



The challenge of being compliant with security standards and
regulations in the cloud



Inability to prioritise risk and lack of context to these risks



Over provisioned privileges and the risk of misuse of such privileges



Shortage of skilled cloud security resources



Man-hours and effort required to manually evaluate
the cloud security and compliance posture and to remediate
any non-compliances

The Considerations
Notwithstanding the vendor, an enterprise should ﬁnalize a CSPM vendor on the basis
of its features, and the technical and business aspects.
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Features
Consideration

Evaluation Criteria

Multi-Cloud

Support across all leading cloud
service providers
AWS

Automated Security
Operations

Compliance
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GCP

Azure etc



Intuitive dashboard



Asset inventory



Continuous security best practice enforcement



Continuous security checks



Auto-remediation



Security alerts and notiﬁcations across
multiple channels



Downloadable context based reports for
all or segmented resources



SIEM integration



Complete cloud insights using simple
query language



Ability to create custom policies



Network topology visualization



Compliance assurance across security
standards and regulations



Compliance reports for all or
segmented resources

Identity and Access
Management

Auditors

Scalability



Custom Compliance Standards and
Regulations



IAM dashboard



IAM score



Ability to view all the users and their
access privileges



Facilitates enforcement of least privilege



User and Entity Behavior Analytics



Ability to invite external auditors to
view security and compliance posture



Audit Logs



Ability to scale the license as
an enterprise grows and expands its
cloud presence



Pace of upgrades and addition of
new capabilities

Technical
Consideration

Evaluation Details

Account Integration

What are the resources that have to be conﬁgured
for the CSPM to function?
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Authentication



What are the authentication standards
for an identity?



What is the authentication process for a
cloud account?

Storage

Where will the data from the platform be stored,
and what are the access controls to such storage?

Compliance



Is API documentation readily available?



What are the access controls for API access?



Is any data stored by the CSPM vendor?



How long is data retained?



What happens to data after the expiry
of the license?

License



What are the licensing options?

Cost



How is the license fee arrived at?



What are the administrative overheads
associated with the license?

Business
Data
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Conclusion
C3M Cloud Control is an ideal solution for organisations in the public cloud. The platform automates cloud security and compliance enforcement providing organisations
with continuous insights to help them detect, respond and prevent risks that could
have far reaching consequences.
In the pipeline for Q3 and Q4 are Container Security, VPC Flow Log Visualization, and
Analytics on IAM events which will make C3M Cloud Control the most comprehensive
standalone Cloud Security platform.
C3M Cloud Control also offers a good ROI to enterprises by:


Reducing the cost to comply with audits



Reducing the time and effort to identify, assess and remediate risks



Signiﬁcantly nullifying the likelihood of security breaches if
the platform is used effectively
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